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Our proprietary technology shines with enough light to 
replace a 75W incandescent bulb in the familiar warm white 
color that we all know and love. Providing  1150 lumens in an 
LED lamp is no easy task, but it’s simple for the Switch75. 
With a dramatically compact driver that fits into the screw 
base, there’s room for the unique thermal cooling solution 
to do its part and make the Switch75 a reality.

Our thermal cooling system does its work by cooling the 
LEDs on all sides, allowing the lamp to work in any 
direction, with no compromise to either the driver function 
or LED output. The driver’s circuit design is extremely 
efficient, noiseless, and compatible with most any dimmer. 
Whether in a contemporary residential space, hotel or 
conference room, fully lighted or dimmed, the Switch75 
delivers brilliant results in a whole new light.

better lighting from every angle
•  Unique Design: Unique industrial design within the standard 

A-19 form factor.

•  Bright Light Output: 1150 warm white lumens—a true 75W 
replacement lamp.

•  Uncompromising Functionality: Instant on, beautiful dimming, 
operates perfectly in all orientations—up, down, and 
sideways—with no overheating or reduction in bulb lifetime.

•  Lower Total Cost: Lasts up to 20 times longer than 
conventional lighting.

•  Comfortable Light: More similar to the warmth and radial flux 
of an incandescent than any other LED replacement lamp.

•  Outstanding Color Accuracy: A brilliant display of light with a 
CRI of 85.

•  Highly Sustainable: Reduced energy consumption, performing 
brilliantly for thousands of hours, free of hazardous materials. 
All lamp components are completely reusable or recyclable,
so no part ever goes into a landfill.

a whole new light
introducing the Switch75

Switch75 is a cost-effective, 

high-performance, warm

white, true 75W equivalent 

replacement lamp for use

in residential, commercial, 

and hospitality settings.      



Switch75 was designed as a 

replacement for incandescent 

and CFL lighting in residential 

and commercial applications. 

It is suitable for all indoor 

applications, is compatible 

with any dimmer, and can

be used in all orientations—

up, down, sideways.      

 PRODUCT NAME: Switch75

 Shape: A19 (Edison standard)

 Fitting: E26 (Standard screw base)

 Power: 16W

 Voltage: 120 VAC

 Line frequency: 50-60 Hertz

 Average lifetime: 20,000 hours

 Color temperature: 2750 Kelvin

 Light Output: 1150 Lumens

 Color Accuracy: 85 CRI

 Efficacy: 75 Lumens/Watt

 Diameter: 2.73 inches

 Height: 4.41 inches

 Dimmable: Yes:  20-100%

Lighting Facts Per Bulb

Brightness 1150 Lumens

Estimated Yearly Energy Cost $2.10
 Based on 3 hrs/day, 12¢/KWh

 Cost depends on actual rates and use 

Life
 Based on 3 hrs/day 18 years

Light Appearance
 

2750 K

Warm Cool

Energy Used 16 watts
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Specifications based on current test data and subject to change.


